
February 2, 2022 

RE: Leanne James 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

We have had the pleasure of working with Leanne James since December 2020. We first 
met Leanne when we signed up our four month old puppy for her group puppy 
training classes. We had just rescued Scout, a border collie mix with lots of energy who 
at the time struggled with biting, basic commands and in her interactions with other 
dogs. Scout took part in Leanne’s six week beginner group classes and transformed into 
a dog that is able to follow all her basic commands, stopped biting/chewing 
inappropriate things and she is now able to go to any dog park and interact well with 
other dogs. Since Scout’s graduation from the beginner class she is a more relaxed and 
stable dog thanks to Leanne.  

A few months ago we rescued another dog, Bailey, a six month old shepherd mix. Soon 
after, we realized that we needed to restart Scout’s loose leash training so that Bailey 
did not learn Scout’s poor behaviors. We contacted Leanne once more in November 
2021 and signed up for private home lessons as well as take and train lessons. During 
our first private lesson, Leanne quickly picked up on the fact that Bailey was a very 
sensitive dog and suffered from anxiety. We had noticed her excessive barking and fear 
of going outdoors but had not noted the anxiety behaviors she was displaying. For 
example, she would shake when going into our cars, vomit during car rides and bark 
non-stop at anyone who would come to our door or for any noise she heard outside in 
the yard. Although we had noted these behaviors, we attributed them to motion 
sickness and normal puppy behavior. 

Leanne suggested shifting our primary focus to Bailey’s anxiety and we are so glad she 
did. Bailey’s anxiety was so severe that during the first take and train session Bailey was 
unwilling to get into Leanne’s car. With Leanne’s instruction during the private 
sessions, we worked for several weeks taking Bailey out for short car rides, to home 
improvement stores and to the park for observation/desensitization. It has now been 
approximately 2 months since we started the training sessions and Bailey is doing so 
much better, she is a completely different dog. Since then we have taken her on a trip 
to Los Angeles, in which she endured a six hour car ride without getting sick, she is 
able to meet other people without shaking and only barking for a couple of minutes, 
she also lets other people pet her and is now comfortable with family members. The 
best part of it all, she is able to go into a dog park without shaking and interacts well 
with other dogs. We could not be more grateful for Leanne, she has helped transform 
Bailey into a more emotionally stable dog.  

Sincerely yours, 

Yliana Cetina & Tommy Diaz


